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The Frankfurter Zeitschrift für Islamisch-Theologische Studien (ISBN 978-3-86893-168-6) is published bi-
annually by the Centre for Islamic Studies Frankfurt/Gießen and defines itself as a medium for academic, 
authentic and non-denominational Islamic theology. The journal offers a forum for the engagement with 
traditional topics of Islamic theology as well as more recent epistemological approaches and questions 
challenging Islamic theology. It is oriented towards interdisciplinary exchange and dialogue and contributes 
to the current social discourses. It is addressed to theologians of all religions, scholars of Islamic studies, as 
well as interested experts of other disciplines, both in Germany and abroad. 
 
The third issue (autumn 2015) of the Frankfurter Zeitschrift für Islamisch-Theologische Studien will be 
dedicated to Islam’s claim to universality. Islam is confronted externally as well as internally with the claim 
that its message addresses all of mankind at all times and all places. This topic is of central importance for 
theology: Without this contention, one might claim, the theological justification why the validity of the 
religion in space and time is plausible appears to be incompletely conceptualized. Theology is expected to 
reconsider the claim to universal truths and consequently the claim to the validity of religious values and 
norms continuously in the face of new scientific insights and actual historical experiences. Even the 
endeavours of contextualising religious knowledge currently attempted in the European context assume a 
discourse on universality and particularity. 
 
However self-evident and fundamental the claim to universality may seem to be, theological and 
epistemological questions regarding the normative validity and the substantial persistence of Islam are 
emerging nevertheless. Although there has been no lack of attempts in kalām, Koranic exegesis, philosophy 
or fiqh to distinguish between what is universal and what is particular and to demarcate what is permanent 
from what is mutable, there has never been a consensus regarding the temporal and spatial range of 
authoritative norms. The general question how Islam’s claim to universality is to be understood exactly leads 
to a plethora of possible directions, from which this question may be approached more specifically. 
 
Such approaches should be presented and elaborated in the upcoming issue: How do different disciplines of 
Islamic thought give expression to the idea of universality? Who among the thinkers of Islam engages with 
this idea and in which discourses? In which specific semantic contexts is this idea made a subject of 
discussion and together with which philosophical, exegetical or jurisprudential concepts? In this context, 
mention should be made e.g. of the fitra or the universality of revelation. Can a demarcation be made at all 
between what is particular and what is universal (or, in other words between historical and meta-historical, or 
mutable and immutable), and how? Which normative implications follow from which understanding of 
universality? And what are its consequences for human behaviour? Last but not least: How is the claim to 
normative validity expressed at a time, in which Muslims are confronted with competing claims to 
universality, and in what ways does it possibly change? Is it possible to discern new dynamics of 
historicizing and particularizing and how can these be explained? 
 
All contributions dealing with these or similar questions are welcome. We request all abstracts to be 
submitted by March 31. The complete article should be submitted no later than June 15. 
 
Journal information: www.uni-frankfurt.de/45178293/zeitschrift 
Manuscript guidelines: www.uni-frankfurt.de/47460724/Stylesheet-English.pdf 
Institute website: www.islamischestudien.uni-frankfurt.de 
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